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Win battles and survive the zombie apocalypse in Boxhead - Zombie Wars for iPhone and iPad. In Boxhead - Zombie War, you must guide the only character to fight and survive at all odds against a swarm of zombies one after another. You have an arsenal of weapons to use as weapons and explosions. The more you
get strong, the more firepower you can get to kill zombies. You can also think of strategies on how to destroy zombies and win using these weapons like Uzi, C4 bombs, turrets and much more. However, the stronger you are, the stronger your enemies are. Boxhead - Zombie Wars is a fun and addictive paid game for
iPhone and iPad that is fun, fast pace dyed and easy to play and understand. SAY GOOD DAY TO BOXHEAD 3DThe newest proud member of the Boxhead legacy, This zombie survival shooter offers a firehose explosion of fast-paced action, brave immersive 3-D graphics, pulse-pounding gameplay, and more never-
before-seeing heroes and baddies.---------------------------PREPARE FOR MAYHEMPlay as black-clad mercenary Jon Bambo and stay alive against wave after wave of meat-eating zombies with an arsenal of deadly destructive weapons. Collect weapons, coins and items left by your fallen enemies to upgrade your
weapons, fill your health and unlock new stages and characters. It's easy at first, but don't be naughty. The stronger you get, the stronger – and more than you do – your enemies become stronger. APOCALYPSE-GRAD ARTHERYStart with a hunting blade and cycle up through larger weapons, badder as you kill more
enemies. Choose them with your trusted hand cannon or throw them in pieces with your ole buddy, Mr. Shotgun. Blow them sky-high with exploding barrels, or unleash ingad high caliber hell with mini-weapon. It's kill-or-be-killed, so fire wisely and try not to die. A NECRO-ECONOMY FULL O'GOODSsnatch up gold and
silver coins on the battlefield to unlock new stages and call in Bambo's team of mercenaries. If you get into a pickle with no spare time, you can even purchase coin packages to instantly unlock your goods. DO YOU KNOW WITH THE TEAM• Jon Bambo: OG zombie slayer. So manly, the trigger finger has biceps.• Sarah
Bonnor: The Womb of Doom. Bambo is a better half - and a better shot.• Sean Can Van Bamme: The Muscles of Brussels. His name is Belgian for Nuclear Butt-kicking. • Chuck Boris: Maniac necrocid. Fear of nothing, with nothing to lose.• Barnold Schwarz: Austrian Auroch. Loved by people... Until people tried to eat his
face.› New and updated Android apps NovedadesSaludar a Boxhead 3DEl miemoro más reciente es orgullo del legado Boxhead, is Zombie Survival offers a fast-paced firefighter hose explosion, 3-D immersive sandstone graphics, fast-paced gameplay, and several heroes and bad guys never before For actionJoy as
black-clad mercenary Jon Bambo and stay alive against waves of carnivorous zombies with an arsenal of deadly weapons of destruction. Collect weapons, coins and objects left by fallen enemies to upgrade weapons, restore your health and unlock new scenarios and characters. It's easy at first, but don't play the living.
The stronger you are, the stronger and numerous you become, their enemies become. ARTILERIA APOCALIPSIS-GRADOComenza with a hunting blade and cycle through larger weapons, baddest as you kill more enemies. Take them with your reliable hand cannon or destroy them to pieces with your ole friend, Mr.
Shotgun. Blow them through the clouds with the explosion of barrels, or unleash high-caliber hell with the mini-weapon. It's killing-or-being-dead, so he shot himself wisely and tries not to die. A COMPLETE NECRO-Tourist O'GOODSAgar gold and silver coins on the battlefield to unlock new stages and appeal to The
Bambo's mercenary team. If you bind yourself in a bind with no spare time, you can even buy coin packages to instantly unlock your goods. DO YOU KNOW WITH THE TEAM• Jon Bambo: Zombie Killer OG. So manly, the trigger finger has biceps.• Sarah Bonnor: The Matrix of the Curse. Best bamboo environment - and
a better chance.• Sean Van Can Bamme: Muscles from Brussels. His name is Belgian for Nuclear Kicking Ass. • Chuck Boris: Maniac necrocid. Fear of nothing, with nothing to lose.• Barnold Schwarz: Austrian Uro. Loved by people ... Until people tried to eat his face. install it with BlueStacksHow to install it with Nox App
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